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Executive Summary
Background

In April of 2010, Council approved the development of the Climate Action Program (CAP) comprised of a
1
Community Climate and Energy Resiliency Plan (Community Plan) and Corporate Carbon Neutral Plan
(Corporate Plan). This direction to staff was driven by the increasing expectations of local governments to
prepare and respond to a changing climate.
These expectations have been reinforced by provincial legislation which imposes new responsibilities and
gives new authoritative powers to local governments for climate action planning. The BC Climate Action
Charter, to which Victoria is a signatory, collectively commits local governments to becoming carbon neutral in
their own municipal operations beginning in 2012. The Charter also commits local governments to report on
their community’s energy and emissions. Complementing the community component of this voluntary charter
is provincial legislation (Bill 27 Green Communities Act) which requires that the Official Community Plans
(OCPs) of local governments be amended to include greenhouse gas reduction targets, policies and actions.
The impact of this mandatory OCP bylaw amendment is that climate action planning for communities is now
binding on local governments.
Furthermore, the carbon tax rebate received by local governments from the province is contingent on the City’s
commitment to carbon neutrality and community energy and emissions measurement and reporting. And,
increasingly, local government eligibility for other provincial and federal funding is being hinged to
demonstration of City climate action initiatives, both for municipal operations, and in local governments’
leadership role for the community.
An economic downturn has tightened funding from senior levels of government. Coupled with an aged
infrastructure and citizen population, the enormous potential costs and risks arising from climate and energy
uncertainty, and the benefits and values of strategic, anticipatory planning are further reinforced. The climate
change risks and the potential opportunities facing cities in planning for a changing climate are discussed
below.

Context

Natural Resources Canada has noted climate change is one of the most pressing environmental challenges
we are facing today because our lifestyles, economies, health and social well-being are all affected by climate.
Cities are especially vulnerable to climate change because they concentrate people, buildings and
transportation systems, energy and water distribution systems, sewage and waste disposal systems,
communications and goods distribution in a relatively small area. The vulnerability lies in the city being
dependent upon an existing urban infrastructure that has not been designed for a changing climate. Victoria’s
vulnerability to systems function is further accentuated by nature of being a coastal city, being disconnected
from the mainland, and having an aged infrastructure that is already in need of replacement and upgrade to
reduce the risk of failure or compromised level of service.
The Cost of Climate Change
The costs and risks related to climate and energy uncertainty caused by a changing climate include:
o
Significant fluctuations in the availability and affordability of energy;
o
The condition and capacity of infrastructure systems to adapt to a changing climate with more frequent
and intense storm events; increasing precipitation and temperatures;
o
The resilience of our most vulnerable populations (seniors, homeless, and low income individuals) to
respond and recover from the local impacts of climate change; the effects and repercussions to our
natural ecosystem from loss of shoreline, the emergence and persistence of invasive plants and species.
These costs and risks may not be fully eliminated through anticipatory planning, but they can be significantly
reduced, as will be the time and effort to respond and adapt.
1

Carbon neutral refers to reducing a local government’s greenhouse gas emissions as much as possible and balancing the remaining
emissions through the purchase or production of qualified offsets. (BC Climate Action Secretariat)
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Program Opportunities
In addition to addressing the negative impacts of climate change through effective risk management, there are
value-added opportunities to be seized in the City’s climate action program design, development, and
implementation. These opportunities will come from:
o
Integration of emissions reductions (mitigation) and risk response (adaptation),
o
Identification of synergies with other municipal and community sustainability goals,
o
Implications to level of service provisioning and infrastructure assessments,
o
Effective activation of the community,
o
Fiscal responsibility from anticipatory planning resulting in long term cost savings.

Approach to Climate Action

How local governments and communities, choose to respond to climate change will have significant
environmental, societal and economic implications. Strategic, coordinated and collaborative climate action will
create a community with enhanced ecological integrity, livability, and economic prosperity
1. Measure
To prepare for climate change, we must first understand where the energy consumption is occurring and what
is generating the City Corporation and Community greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs). Figure A illustrates
the source of Corporate and Community energy and emissions, and the influencers affecting that consumption.
Figure A - Sources and Influencers of Corporate and Community Energy and Emissions

2. Reduce
Once measured, mitigation strategies must be deployed to affect significant reductions in future energy
consumption and GHG emissions generation. Reduction strategies must be evaluated for their feasibility,
customized for local relevancy, and prioritized by their efficacy and their ability to be implemented, as well as
by identifying synergistic opportunities with other corporate and community initiatives. A participatory decisionmaking process which includes public and private sector subject matter experts is required. Climate change
and energy management experts must be teamed with key local governments, partners, and stakeholders,
those who have influence over energy consumption and GHG emissions, to ensure best practices are
grounded with local realities. Strategic, coordinated and collaborative climate action will create an enhanced
community for businesses and residences, balanced in its pursuit of ecological integrity, greater livability, and
economic prosperity. Figure B illustrates the influence of local governments in corporate and community
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climate action. The City of Victoria directly generates only 1% of total community emissions; however, local
governments are noted to have indirect influence over nearly 50% of community emissions through land use
and transportation, and their unique touch points with residents and businesses. This highlights the potential
benefits when local governments step into a leading role in the creation of a collaborative community for
climate action. What is also highlighted, however, is the inherent need for strong and sustaining commitment
from the community for climate action if it is to be at all effective since local governments have little to no ability
to control or influence approximately half of their community’s energy and emissions.
Figure B - Corporate and Community Carbon Footprints - the role of local government in climate action

3. Adapt and Build Resiliency
Mitigation is necessary to reduce the rate and magnitude of climate change, while adaptation is essential to
reduce the damages from climate change that cannot be avoided. Recognizing that the effects of climate
change are already underway, and in spite of all best efforts to reduce future energy consumption and GHGs,
local adaptation strategies must also be conceived and implemented in tandem with these mitigation
strategies. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR4) states that, while neither adaptation
nor mitigation actions alone can prevent significant climate change impacts; taken together they can
significantly reduce risks. Anticipating the effects of climate change and taking actions before major impacts
occur is a fiscally responsible and effective strategy to manage climate risk and reduce a community’s overall
vulnerability.
Adaptation planning involves the identification and measurement of climate vulnerability and risk, the
development and implementation of strategies to reduce this exposure and increase the adaptive capacity in
order to respond to the projected impacts. Mitigation planning and action, combined with adaptation planning
and action, will improve climate and energy resiliency. See Figure C for the definitions and interrelationships
of mitigation, adaptation and resiliency.
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Figure C - Improving Climate and Energy Resiliency

4. Monitor Progress and Report

Annual reporting, and a scheduled review and update of the plan, will keep climate action on target. A
participatory design process will garner the critical ownership required for collaborative climate action; a
transparent action plan will keep those parties accountable, celebrate successes, and identify strategies and
actions requiring further consideration or improvement.

Purpose

The Climate Action Program has been designed to develop a comprehensive and integrated approach to
climate change with two plans to be developed over 2 years specific to the Corporation’s and the Community’s
plan for climate action, respectively.
The two Plans comprising the Climate Action Program will:
1) Provide an integrated and systematic approach for climate action planning, implementation, monitoring and
reporting, that is fiscally responsible and ensures the most effective use of Corporate resources.
2) Provide detailed implementation strategies and schedules for achieving the short term actions of the
Sustainability Action Plan related to climate and energy which pursue the long term end state goals
contained in the Victoria Sustainability Framework.
3) Ensure compliance with provincial legislation and safeguard against the loss of future provincial funding
from any climate action restrictions that may be placed on funding eligibility.
4) Establish a community of practice within the Corporation and among the Community that recognizes
everyone’s role in taking action on climate change, and the need for a collective and sustaining
commitment to the Climate Action Program.

Plan Objectives
1. The Corporate Plan
The Corporate Carbon Neutral Plan (Corporate Plan) will provide a roadmap to achieve carbon neutrality in
municipal operations by 2012 in order to meet the City’s commitment under the BC Climate Action Charter,
2
and to safeguard the carbon tax rebate (CARIP) received from the Province’s Climate Action Rebate Incentive
Program and other potential provincial funding.
2

In 2010, the City of Victoria paid $65,000 of carbon tax, and received a 100% rebate from the Province, respectively. The CARIP rebate
is eligible only to local government and regional district who have committed to carbon neutrality by 2012 by becoming signatories to the
BC Climate Action Charter.
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2. The Community Plan
The Community Climate and Energy Resiliency Plan (Community Plan) will provide a roadmap for achieving
the 2020 community greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 33%, established through the OCP bylaw
amendment adopted in May 2010 (as required by Bill 27, the Green Communities Act). The Community Plan
will produce a comprehensive risk-based approach for adapting to climate change, by acknowledging the
impacts of climate change already being experienced, and those projected to occur, in spite of any best efforts
for reducing energy consumption and the resulting GHGs. Moreover, the Community Plan is consistent with
the fiduciary duty of local governments under the Community Charter (Part 2, Division 1, Section 7 Municipal
Purpose) for providing for good government of its community, providing for services, laws and other matters for
community benefit, providing for stewardship of the public assets of its community, and fostering the economic,
social and environmental well-being of its community.
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Background

In April of 2010, Council approved the development of the Climate Action Program (CAP) comprised of a
3
Community Climate and Energy Resiliency Plan (Community Plan) and Corporate Carbon Neutral Plan
(Corporate Plan). This direction to staff was driven by the increasing expectations of local governments to
prepare and respond to a changing climate.
These expectations have been reinforced by provincial legislation which imposes new responsibilities and
gives new authoritative powers to local governments for climate action planning. The BC Climate Action
Charter, to which Victoria is a signatory, collectively commits local governments to becoming carbon neutral in
their own municipal operations beginning in 2012. The Charter also commits local governments to report on
their community’s energy and emissions. Complementing the community component of this voluntary charter
is provincial legislation (Bill 27 Green Communities Act) which requires that the Official Community Plans
(OCPs) of local governments be amended to include greenhouse gas reduction targets, policies and actions.
The impact of this mandatory OCP bylaw amendment is that climate action planning for communities is now
binding on local governments.
Furthermore, the carbon tax rebate received by local governments from the province is contingent on the City’s
commitment to carbon neutrality and community energy and emissions measurement and reporting. And,
increasingly, local government eligibility for other provincial and federal funding is being hinged to
demonstration of City climate action initiatives, both for municipal operations, and in local governments’
leadership role for the community.
An economic downturn has tightened funding from senior levels of government. Coupled with an aged
infrastructure and citizen population, the enormous potential costs and risks arising from climate and energy
uncertainty, and the benefits and values of strategic, anticipatory planning are further reinforced. The climate
change risks and the potential opportunities facing cities in planning for a changing climate are discussed
below.

Context

Natural Resources Canada has noted climate change is one of the most pressing environmental challenges
we are facing today because our lifestyles, economies, health and social well-being are all affected by climate.
Cities are especially vulnerable to climate change because they concentrate people, buildings and
transportation systems, energy and water distribution systems, sewage and waste disposal systems,
communications and goods distribution in a relatively small area. The vulnerability lies in the city being
dependent upon an existing urban infrastructure that has not been designed for a changing climate. Victoria’s
vulnerability to systems function is further accentuated by nature of being a coastal city, being disconnected
from the mainland, and having an aged infrastructure that is already in need of replacement and upgrade to
reduce the risk of failure or compromised level of service.
The Cost of Climate Change
The costs and risks related to climate and energy uncertainty caused by a changing climate include:
o
Significant fluctuations in the availability and affordability of energy;
o
The condition and capacity of infrastructure systems to adapt to a changing climate with more frequent
and intense storm events; increasing precipitation and temperatures;
o
The resilience of our most vulnerable populations (seniors, homeless, and low income individuals) to
respond and recover from the local impacts of climate change; the effects and repercussions to our
natural ecosystem from loss of shoreline, the emergence and persistence of invasive plants and species.
These costs and risks may not be fully eliminated through anticipatory planning, but they can be significantly
reduced, as will be the time and effort to respond and adapt.

3

Carbon neutral refers to reducing a local government’s greenhouse gas emissions as much as possible and balancing the remaining
emissions through the purchase or production of qualified offsets. (BC Climate Action Secretariat)
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Program Opportunities
In addition to addressing the negative impacts of climate change through effective risk management, there are
value-added opportunities to be seized in the City’s climate action program design, development, and
implementation. These opportunities, discussed in greater detail below, will come from:
a) Integration of emissions reductions (mitigation) and risk response (adaptation),
b) Identification of synergies with other municipal and community sustainability goals,
c) Implications to level of service provisioning and infrastructure assessments,
d) Effective activation of the community,
e) Fiscal responsibility from anticipatory planning resulting in long term cost savings.
a) Integrate reductions and risk response. Mitigation is necessary to reduce the rate and magnitude of
climate change, while adaptation is essential to reduce the damages from climate change that cannot be
avoided. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR4) states that, while neither
adaptation nor mitigation actions alone can prevent significant climate change impacts; taken together they
can significantly reduce risks.
Figure 1 - Improving Climate and Energy Resiliency

b) Opportunities and synergies abound. Climate change mitigation and adaptation measures can help
achieve other municipal and community sustainability goals and should not be considered as stand-alone
actions to address climate change. Integrating climate change adaptation into decision-making is an
opportunity to enhance resilience and reduce the long-term costs and impacts of climate change.
Mainstreaming climate action into existing and new municipal plans, policies and regulations – including
capital, infrastructure, land use and emergency response plans – may be the most efficient means of
reducing the impacts, and vulnerability to, climate change while also contributing to other sustainability
4
objectives, according to Natural Resources Canada.
c) Climate change has level of service implications. Adaptation planning is more than emergency
preparedness for acute climate change impacts (power outages, damage to buildings, and road closures
from severe storm events and flooding, etc.). Adaptation also has level-of-service implications for
infrastructure; storm water drains, culverts and pipes may need mid-life replacement to ensure sufficient
drainage capacity. Increased stress on vegetation and wildlife in our parks from prolonged exposure to
invasive species, higher summer temperatures and wetter, stormier winters may require increased park
and tree maintenance. Water quality issues (watershed contamination) and slope failure due to increased
4

“From Impacts to Adaptation: Canada in a Changing Climate”, 2007, and “Adapting to Climate Change: An Introduction for Canadian
Municipalities”, 2010. http://adaptation.nrcan.gc.ca/pub_e.php
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precipitation, and eroding coastline from sea-level rise and storm surges may impact levels and quality of
access the to city parks. At a global, national, provincial and regional level, climate change induced food
production adjustments, population migrations, and economic impacts will have direct or indirect impact on
the provision of city services.
d) Climate action grows local economies. By using energy more efficiently, harnessing renewable energy
to heat buildings, enhancing access to sustainable transportation modes, diminishing and diverting waste,
and supporting local food systems, money is kept in the local economy, new green jobs are created, and
the quality of life in the community is improved.
e) Everyone has a part to play. How local governments and communities, choose to respond to climate
change will have significant environmental, societal and economic implications. Strategic, coordinated and
collaborative climate action will create a community with enhanced ecological integrity, livability, and
economic prosperity. The City of Victoria generates only 1% of total community emissions; however, local
governments are noted to have indirect influence over nearly 50% of community emissions through land
use and transportation, and their unique touch points with residents and businesses (see Figure 2).
Figure 2 - Corporate and Community Carbon Footprints - the role of local government in climate action

f)

Today’s climate action costs will reduce the significant climate reaction costs of tomorrow.
Climate action planning can save local governments, residents, and businesses money by lowering total
energy costs through reduced consumption. But, more significant are the savings that will come from
implementing strategic and anticipatory climate change measures to prepare and adapt for the effects of
climate change that are inevitable in spite of today’s best mitigation efforts. Adaptation involves making
changes in decisions, activities and thinking in response to observed or expected changes in climate.
Anticipating the effects of climate change and taking actions before major impacts occur is a fiscally
responsible and effective strategy to manage climate risk and reduce a community’s overall vulnerability.
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Program Objectives
The Climate Action Program is an ongoing initiative extending beyond the development of the corporate and
community plans contained within it. Climate action will require sustained commitment from the community.
As noted, the City’s emissions only account for 1% of the total emissions in Victoria. Community partnerships
among and across the public and private sector are critical to the success of any Plans to be developed and
carried out, and ongoing support and participation are a prerequisite for continuing success of any Climate
Action Program.
The Program objectives are:
1) Reduce energy consumption and GHG Emissions - To reduce energy and GHG emissions through the
development and implementation of effective corporate and community climate action plans which include
short and long term targets. Both plans will provide the City with a clear plan of action in developing its
land use patterns, energy infrastructure, and utility systems into the future.
2) Resilience – To transform Victoria into a climate and energy resilient community, one that is prepared to
respond and adapt to the impacts of climate change (See Figure 1).
3) Collaboration - To collaborate with other levels of government, identified key stakeholders, and the greater
community to develop an integrated approach to climate action and collectively implement the climate
action and resiliency initiatives. Establish a community of practice within the Corporation and among the
Community that recognizes everyone’s role in taking action on climate change, and the need for a
collective and sustaining commitment to the Climate Action Program. (See Figure 2).
4) Leadership - To establish the City of Victoria as a community leader in the Capital Region for action on
climate resiliency, inclusive of energy and emissions planning and climate mitigation and adaptation
strategies. The City will also lead by example by attaining carbon neutrality in City operations by 2012
through energy and emissions reductions strategies and the purchase of credible offsets for the remainder
of the municipality’s carbon footprint.
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Purpose
The Climate Action Program has been designed to develop a comprehensive and integrated approach to
climate change with two plans to be developed over 2 years specific to the Corporation’s and the Community’s
plan for climate action, respectively.
Figure 3 - Climate Action Program Development

The community and corporate developed by the Climate Action Program will:
1) Provide an integrated and systematic approach for climate action planning, implementation, monitoring and
reporting, that is fiscally responsible and ensures the most effective use of Corporate resources.
2) Provide detailed implementation strategies and schedules for achieving the short term actions of the
Sustainability Action Plan related to climate and energy. The Sustainability Action Plan is a 5 year plan
implementing on the end state goals contained in the Victoria Sustainability Framework.
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3) Ensure compliance with provincial legislation and safeguard against the loss of future provincial funding
from any climate action restrictions that may be placed on funding eligibility.
4) Establish a community of practice within the Corporation and among the Community that recognizes
everyone’s role in taking action on climate change, and the need for a collective and sustaining
commitment to the Climate Action Program.
Specifically, the Corporate Plan will:
1) Provide a roadmap to achieve carbon neutrality in municipal operations by 2012 to meet the City’s
5
commitment under the BC Climate Action Charter; which will also safeguard the carbon tax rebate
received from the province’s Climate Action Rebate Incentive Program (CARIP) (See Figure 4 Path to Net
Zero).
2) Meet the Official Community Plan requirements enacted in May 2010, to prepare and implement a plan to
achieve carbon neutral municipal operations by 2012.
3) Establish a climate and energy policy to guide all City operations, develop a strategic energy management
plan and program to optimize energy use in City facilities, reduce utilities operating costs, and minimize the
Corporation’s vulnerability to the fluctuations and increases in energy prices.
4) Establish a sustainable procurement strategy with guiding principles; product and process policies and
procedures; and assistive tools, for improving the economic, environmental, and social impacts of the
Corporation’s procurement practices.
6

5) Establish a carbon offset policy to establish the eligibility requirements and attributes for the purchase of
qualified carbon credits necessitated by the Corporation’s legislated commitment to carbon neutrality
beginning in fiscal year 2012.
7

6) Move the city’s member progress status in the FCM Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Program from
its starting point of Milestone 1 through to Milestone 4 by plan adoption, and Milestone 5 by end of first
annual reporting period.
7) Communicate to Council and the community, the Corporation’s carbon footprint, and carbon offset policy,
which will achieve carbon neutral operations beginning in 2012. The Plan will also communicate other
energy and emissions targets for the City (to be established through development of the Corporate Plan).

5

In 2010, the City of Victoria paid $65,000 of carbon tax, and received a rebate from the province, respectively.
The province of BC defines an offset as “an emission reduction credit purchased from another organization for a project that results in
less carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere than would have otherwise occur. The buyer subtracts the
offset, normally measured in tons of CO2 equivalent (CO2e) from its own emission inventory.
7
The Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program is a network of Canadian municipal governments that have committed to reducing
greenhouse gases and acting on climate change. The City of Victoria has been a PCP member since November, 1994. BC membership
progress status is reported at: http://gmf.fcm.ca/Partners-for-Climate-Protection/milestones/British-Columbia.asp
6
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Figure 4 - Path to net zero - carbon neutral local government

Specifically, the Community Plan will:
1) Satisfy the fiduciary duty of local governments as established by the Community Charter (Part 2, Division
1, Section 7 Municipal Purpose) for:
(a) providing for good government of its community,
(b) providing for services, laws and other matters for community benefit,
(c) providing for stewardship of the public assets of its community, and
(d) fostering the economic, social and environmental well-being of its community.
2) Provide a roadmap for achieving the 2020 community greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 33%.
3) Deliver an implementation plan for executing the climate change policies and actions detailed in the OCP
as required by Section 877 (3) of the Local Government Act.
4) Incorporate the minimum requirements outlined in BC Hydro’s Community Energy and Emissions Plan
(CEEP) Terms of Reference, to ensure City successfully leverages external matching dollars available.
See Appendix 1 for BC Hydro CEEP Terms of Reference (current as of April 21, 2011).
5) Produce a comprehensive risk-based approach to climate change adaptation through participation in the
Canadian pilot adaptation planning initiative of International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives
(ICLEI) and completion of the 5 Milestones of ICLEI Canada’s “Changing Climate, Changing Communities:
8
Guide and Workbook for Canadian Municipalities”.
6) Communicate to Council and the community, the prioritized strategies and actions for achieving
greenhouse gas reduction targets (interim target of 33% by 2020) and other sectoral targets to be
established through the development of the Community Plan. The Plan will also the city’s current
exposure to the impacts of climate change, and how these vulnerabilities will be a) reduced to improve the
community’s resiliency, and b) responded to, by building the community’s adaptive capacity in anticipation
of these changes and their projected impacts.

8

This guide and related workbooks are available for download at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=11710
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Relationships to Other Ongoing Initiatives
The Climate Action Program is one of a number of City master plans being provided direction by the Victoria
Sustainability Framework (VSF) and Official Community Plan (OCP).
Figure 5 - Plan hierarchy

The VSF is the high-level policy umbrella used to guide all City business; the purpose of the VSF is to:
• Define strategic vision of sustainability
• Provide tools to integrate sustainability into City operations, policies and plans
• Create mechanisms to track progress
The hierarchical chart Figure 5) explains how the Corporate and Community Plans of the Climate Action
Program will nest among the VSF, the OCP and other strategic plans at the City.
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The Climate Action Program through the development and execution of its Corporate and Community Plans
will support and complement key corporate initiatives, such as:
Table 1 - Corporate and Community Plans Support Council Priorities

Council Priorities
Action
• Victoria Sustainability
Framework
• Civic Engagement Strategy
• Downtown Core Area Plan
• Economic Development
Strategy
• Official Community Plan
Advocacy
• Future transit system
• Sewage Treatment
• Regional Sustainability
Strategy

Corporate-Focused Plans
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victoria Sustainability Action
Plan, Toolkit and Scorecard
Asset Management Strategy
Sustainable Procurement
Strategy and Plan
Capital Investment Plan
Corporate Strategic Plan and
Business Plans
Utilities Master Plans
Civic Green Building Policy
Civic Buildings Condition
Assessments
E3 Fleet Program

Community-Focused Plans
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Victoria Sustainability Action
Plan, Toolkit and Scorecard
Official Community Plan
Downtown Core Area Plan
Master Plans (Utilities,
Transportation, Parks and
Open Space, Urban Forest,
TDM, Bike/Ped, Greenways)
Emergency Response
Planning
Establishment of Stormwater
Utility
City wide Buildings Condition
Assessment
Residential Solid Waste
Review

Corporate Plan Integration (see Figure 6 below)
The Corporate Plan will receive guidance in its development from the overarching VSF and the 3-year
Corporate Strategic Plan. In turn, it will provide the specific strategies and actions for implementation of the
VSF (contained in the 5-year Sustainability Action plan), as well as, provide the specific climate and energy
related strategies and actions to be included in the 3-year Corporate Strategic Plan. The Corporate Plan will
work with the City’s supply management, asset management and operational divisions to integrate climate and
energy strategies, policies and actions, into these business processes. The Corporate Plan will be a repository
for all strategies and actions related to climate change being carried on throughout the City’s provisioning of
core services, and management and procurement of capital assets and infrastructure. Progress monitoring
and annual reporting will be delivered through the VSF’s Sustainability Scorecard and the performance
reporting of the Corporate Strategic Plan in the City’s Annual Report. Additionally, the City will participate in
disclosing its carbon neutral process through third party mechanisms hosted by the Province’s Climate Action
Secretariat, the Global Indicators Project or similar, in order that the City’s performance can be benchmarked
along side of other local governments. The Corporate Plan will be reviewed as needed, or every five years in
coordination with the update of the 5-year Sustainability Action Plan.
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Figure 6 - Integrating corporate climate action with strategic planning, city operations, and
performance reporting

Community Plan Integration (see Figure 7 below)
The Community Plan will receive guidance in its development from the overarching VSF and OCP. In turn, it
will provide the specific strategies and actions for implementation of the VSF contained in the 5-year
Sustainability Action plan, as well as, detail and implement the climate and energy-related policies and actions
in the OCP. The Community Plan will work with the City’s other master plans to provide support for climate and
energy integration into these plans, in addition to, extracting from these plans, the strategies and actions with
climate and energy implications. The Community Plan will be a repository for all strategies and actions related
to climate change, many of which will be derived from the OCP and other master plans. Progress monitoring
and annual reporting will be delivered through the VSF’s Sustainability Scorecard. The Community Plan will be
reviewed as needed, or every five years in coordination with the update of the 5-year Sustainability Action
Plan.
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Figure 7 - Integrating Community Climate Action with Strategic Planning, City Operations, and
Performance Reporting
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Guiding Principles
The Climate Action Program is an ongoing, with plan implementation, monitoring, reporting and renewal as
continuous processes. The development of the current project deliverables, namely the corporate plan and
community plan, will follow the guiding principles included in Table 2:
Table 2 - Corporate and Community Plan Guiding Principles
GUIDING
DESCRIPTION
PRINCIPLES
PROJECT PROCESS - guiding the development of the Plans
To actively engage corporate and community stakeholders in accordance with the
City of Victoria Civic Engagement Strategy (2010) and the Core Values for the
Active
Practice of Public Participation (2009).
Engagement
Informed DecisionMaking

To ensure that Council is aware of the range of community opinion, technical
information and analysis, and any other necessary information.

To ensure that the Climate Action Program, and its respective plans for the
Corporation and the Community, is coordinated with other City and regional
planning initiatives and programs.
To ensure that the Climate Action Program, and its respective plans for the
Timely Completion Corporation and the Community, is completed within the approved resources,
schedule and budget.
PROJECT CONTENT - guiding the content of the Plans
Balance the need for strategies and tactics that are based on best management
Innovation
practices with the crucial role of innovation in driving change.
Integrated
Planning

Resource Capacity

Responsiveness

Shared
Responsibility

Accessibility

Ensure adequate and appropriate human, financial, and technical resources are
available for implementation.
Leverage additional capacity through effective partnerships with utility companies,
academia and other think-tank non-profit organizations, and community groups.
Recognize that new challenges emerge, much as opportunities "ripen", at various
times necessitating agility, flexibility and adaptiveness. Ensure mechanisms are in
place to deal with changing circumstances and to seize opportunities.
Engage key climate stakeholders (CRD and senior levels of government, utility
companies, transit authorities, public sector institutions and other large property
owners, building and development associations) to share in implementation
design and responsibilities.
Engage residents, businesses, the construction and development community,
public sector institutions, community groups and First Nations to share in
implementation design and responsibilities (Community only)
Engage Council, senior management, and departmental staff across the
organization, in addition to, businesses and users along our supply chain to share
in implementation design and responsibilities.
Use visual tools (mapping, 3D visualizations, photo editing) and common
language for ease of understanding, greater and broader participation, and
effective utilization/implementations of the Plans, by everyone.
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Provincial Legislation and City Bylaws
Corporate (Carbon Neutral) Plan
•

BC Local Climate Action Charter commits signatories to being carbon neutral in respect of operations
by 2012. In turn, the Province will support local governments in pursuing these goals, including
developing options and actions for local governments to be carbon neutral in respect of their
operations by 2012.

•

OCP bylaw requires the City to “Develop and implement a Carbon Neutral Plan for municipal
operations maintenance and operation of the buildings, fleet and infrastructure used in providing City
services). The Carbon Neutral Plan will provide a roadmap of prioritized actions towards achieving
carbon neutrality by 2012; a commitment made by the City under the Climate Action Charter”.
[Chapter 7, Topic 9, Paragraph ii of OCP (1995, as amended in 2010)].

Community (Climate and Energy Resiliency) Plan
•

Local Government Act 877(3) derived from Bill 27 (Green Communities Act) requires an OCP to
include targets for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the area covered by the plan, and
policies and actions of the local government proposed with respect to achieving those targets. The
Community Plan will develop the sectoral strategies and execute the specific actions necessary to
9
meeting the objectives of the OCP. Consistent with the Province’s ambitious climate action target ,
the City of Victoria has established an interim target of 33% reductions by 2020 based on 2007 levels.

•

BC Local Climate Action Charter commits signatories to measuring and reporting on their community’s
GHG emissions profile. In turn, the Province will support local governments in pursuing these goals,
including developing options and actions for local governments to be carbon neutral in respect of their
operations by 2012.

•

Victoria’s OCP requires, by bylaw, that the City “Adopt the provincial target for GHG emissions
reductions of 33% by 2020 based on 2007 levels, as Victoria’s interim target”, and “Develop and
implement a Climate Resiliency Plan towards a low-carbon economy and climate resilient community”.
The OCP further directs the City to “amend the interim GHG emissions reduction target, if appropriate,
and include, by reference to the Climate Resiliency Plan, any additional climate change targets,
policies and actions.” [Chapter 7, Topic 9, Paragraphs i and ii of OCP (1995, as amended in 2010)].

•

2010 Clean Energy Act (relevant objectives).
o
take demand-side measures to conserve energy, including the objective of BC Hydro in reducing
its demand for electricity by the year 2020 by at least 66% over business as usual expected
increases;
o
use and foster the development in British Columbia of innovative technologies that support energy
conservation and efficiency and the use of clean or renewable resources;
o
encourage communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use energy efficiently; and
o
reduce waste by encouraging the use of waste heat, biogas and biomass.

10

9

Bill 44 Greenhouse Gas Reductions Target Act, 2007 established GHG emissions reductions targets of 33% by 2020, and 80% by 2050
based on 2007 levels.
10
The Clean Energy Act contains the key provincial legislation affecting BC Hydro, our major partner and funder in community climate
action. As such, our Community Plan should take into consideration the objectives of the Clean Energy Act to ensure the City is meeting
its commitments to BC Hydro as required by the Community Energy and Emissions Plan Terms of Reference (as of April 2011) and
supporting BC Hydro’s goals and mandates.
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Process
Approach to Climate Action

How local governments and communities, choose to respond to climate change will have significant
environmental, societal and economic implications. Strategic, coordinated and collaborative climate action will
create a community with enhanced ecological integrity, livability, and economic prosperity.
1. Measure
To prepare for climate change, we must first understand where the energy consumption is occurring and what
is generating the City Corporation and Community greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs). Figure 8 illustrates the
source of Corporate and Community energy and emissions, and the influencers affecting that consumption.
Figure 8 – Sources and Influencers of Corporate and Community Energy and Emissions

2. Reduce
Once measured, mitigation strategies must be deployed to affect significant reductions in future energy
consumption and GHG emissions generation. Reduction strategies must be evaluated for their feasibility,
customized for local relevancy, and prioritized by their efficacy and their ability to be implemented, as well as
by identifying synergistic opportunities with other corporate and community initiatives. A participatory decisionmaking process which includes public and private sector subject matter experts is required. Climate change
and energy management experts must be teamed with key local governments, partners, and stakeholders,
those who have influence over energy consumption and GHG emissions, to ensure best practices are
grounded with local realities. Strategic, coordinated and collaborative climate action will create an enhanced
community for businesses and residences, balanced in its pursuit of ecological integrity, greater livability, and
economic prosperity. Figure 2 illustrates the influence of local governments in corporate and community
climate action. The City of Victoria directly generates only 1% of total community emissions; however, local
governments are noted to have indirect influence over nearly 50% of community emissions through land use
and transportation, and their unique touch points with residents and businesses. This highlights the potential
benefits when local governments step into a leading role in the creation of a collaborative community for
climate action. What is also highlighted, however, is the inherent need for strong and sustaining commitment
from the community for climate action if it is to be at all effective since local governments have little to no ability
to control or influence approximately half of their community’s energy and emissions.
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3. Adapt and Build Resiliency
Mitigation is necessary to reduce the rate and magnitude of climate change, while adaptation is essential to
reduce the damages from climate change that cannot be avoided. Recognizing that the effects of climate
change are already underway, and in spite of all best efforts to reduce future energy consumption and GHGs,
local adaptation strategies must also be conceived and implemented in tandem with these mitigation
strategies. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR4) states that, while neither adaptation
nor mitigation actions alone can prevent significant climate change impacts; taken together they can
significantly reduce risks. Anticipating the effects of climate change and taking actions before major impacts
occur is a fiscally responsible and effective strategy to manage climate risk and reduce a community’s overall
vulnerability.
Adaptation planning involves the identification and measurement of climate vulnerability and risk, the
development and implementation of strategies to reduce this exposure and increase the adaptive capacity in
order to respond to the projected impacts. Mitigation planning and action, combined with adaptation planning
and action, will improve climate and energy resiliency. See Figure 1 for the definitions and interrelationships
of mitigation, adaptation and resiliency.
4. Monitor Progress and Report
Annual reporting, and a scheduled review and update of the plan, will keep climate action on target. A
participatory design process will garner the critical ownership required for collaborative climate action; a
transparent action plan will keep those parties accountable, celebrate successes, and identify strategies and
actions requiring further consideration or improvement.

Partnerships
Building capacity, aligning goals, integrating strategies, and contributing action across jurisdictional authorities
and within both the public and private realms, will be preconditions to a successful climate action strategy, the
achievement of our ambitious climate action targets, and ultimately, the accomplishment of Victoria as a low
carbon, climate resilient community.
Effective partnerships with senior levels of government, the CRD and member municipalities, Utility and Transit
authorities, large institutions and property owners, academia and research organizations are critical to the
design, development and implementation of the Program.
We have established a number of partnerships to assist in the development of the climate action program for
the purpose of:
o
Spanning jurisdictional spheres of influence,
o
Addressing resource constraints and subject matter expertise,
o
Unifying action where shared goals and mandates have been identified, and
o
Building buy-in and sustaining commitment.
Specifically, we have significant partnership arrangements with BC Hydro and ICLEI (International Council for
Local Environmental Initiatives).

BC Hydro
Corporate
•

Corporate Energy Manager Program - BC Hydro is providing Energy Savings Opportunity
Identification funding of up to $50,000 for Power Smart Partners to hire an Energy Manager for
one year (potential for ongoing funding renewal).

•

Continuous Optimization Projects – funding for specific capital projects specific to achieving
electrical savings. Funded on a per project application basis.
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Community
•

Community Energy Manager Program - BC Hydro created the Community Energy Manager
Program to assist eligible local governments to dedicate an individual inside the organization to
establish or identify and enhance energy efficiency opportunities and a conservation culture within
the community. Under this program, BC Hydro is funding one half of the salary of the Senior
Planner, Environmental Issues for a period of two years, provided minimum performance
requirements are adhered to.

•

Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) – provides matching funding for up to one half of
external costs for the development of a CEEP, including design and conduct of the associated
engagement strategy. This funding is provided on a reimbursement basis once the final plan is
adopted and includes the minimum requirements established in BC Hydro’s CEEP Terms of
Reference [see Appendix 1 for BC Hydro minimum requirements (current as of April 21, 2011)].

•

District Energy – provides funding to develop prefeasibility and feasibility studies ($20,000 each)
for district energy systems. These studies identify geographic areas with district energy
opportunities generally, and site/project viability more specifically. Funding is also available to
assist with capital investment of a district energy system who’s feasibility study demonstrates that
BC Hydro’s minimum eligibility requirements are achievable. The details of capital funding have
not been disclosed as of the creation of this project charter.

•

Special Projects – A joint grant application to Partners in Climate Solutions (PICS) was submitted
in late 2010 by the City of Victoria and UBC with pledged support from BC Hydro in the amount of
$20,000 to develop the analysis, education, and engagement of the Community Plan’s mitigation
(reduction) strategies using the “Decision Theatre” .

ICLEI (International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives)
The City will take a risk-based approach to climate change adaptation through participation in the Canadian
pilot adaptation planning initiative of ICLEI and completion of the 5 Milestones of ICLEI Canada’s “Changing
Climate, Changing Communities: Guide and Workbook for Canadian Municipalities”.
This pilot initiative will progress participating cities over two years (2011/2012) through all five milestones in
ICLEI’s adaptation planning process. While each milestone builds off the one before, the methodology as a
whole creates an opportunity to re-evaluate and review prior findings and decisions throughout the entire
planning process.
Collectively the milestones provide a structured approach to adaptation planning which moves through a series
of progressive steps. While each milestone builds off the one before, the methodology as a whole creates an
opportunity to re-evaluate and review findings and decisions (see Figure 9).
ICLEI’s five milestones for adaptation planning are:
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Figure 9 - ICLEI's five milestones for adaptation planning

Education and Engagement
Corporate Plan
Purpose

Communications support becoming carbon neutral in City operations by 2012.

Communications Objectives
•

Raise awareness and increase understanding of climate change, its trends and consequences, and
the City of Victoria’s specific characteristics/challenges/opportunities with staff and Council.

•

Inform and collaborate with senior management and staff to identify and build support for, and
commitment to, the key strategies and actions can be taken in City operations to reduce energy
(including electricity) and emissions.

•

Inform and consult with Council, Environment and Infrastructure Committee, etc. on process
methodology, findings, and recommendations to empower their approval of the Plan and the
prioritization of its recommendations for City operations.

•

Foster a shared sense of pride and enthusiasm in the workplace by sharing success stories and
progress.
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Stakeholder / Audience(s)
•

Internal decision-makers and champions: Senior management and City Council

•

Climate and Energy Committee: Education, engagement, consultation a) executive sponsorship –
Director of Sustainability, Director of Engineering, and b) technical working group of key line
managers/decision makers in operational departments attributable for majority of energy consumption
(Engineering (Facilities, Public Works), Parks, Recreation and Culture, Police, and Property
Management and the key departments supporting change – Sustainability, Finance, Communications,
Human Resources.

•

Resource Support Groups – this represents a larger group of energy champions within departments
and/or external subject matter experts who will support the C+E Committee, as called upon, for the
development and implementation of certain, specific operational strategies and actions.

•

Implementers: Sustainability, front-line staff in operational departments, Communications.

•

External Partners: Utility companies, BC Transit, major suppliers, CRD and member municipalities,
Province (Climate Action Secretariat).

Strategic Approach

Communicate where we are at and where we want to be.
Lead by example.
Be simple, consistent and action-oriented.
Empower and support staff at all levels.
Articulate the practical relevance.
Build and sustain momentum.
Recognize and celebrate success.

Strategies

1. Develop clear and accessible information to communicate climate action, written in plain language.
Develop simple Q and A and overview materials that outline initiatives and process.

2. Develop a visual identity for sustainability, also to be used for Climate Action. Include collateral
development for consistent, recognizable communications. (e.g. templates, print collateral templates
for fact sheets and information bulletins).
3. Limit use of paper and utilize proactive, progressive electronic means for communicating with staff
community. Develop a web presence on the City’s intranet and www.victoria.ca.
4. Introduce sustainability brown bag learning sessions (sustainnovation seminars) for City staff in
operations/front-line to attend on a regular, scheduled basis to learn more about various environmental
initiatives – ours or others. Consider partnering with other partner or associated organizations. See
greater detail regarding sustainnovation seminars below.
5. Where print collateral is required, use environmentally responsible papers, inks and printers. Clearly
state eco-commitment to indicate City commitment, and lead by example to encourage others.
6. Utilize existing targeted City communications tools including Connect newsletter delivered to 30,000
Victoria households for highlighting milestones.
7. Develop earned media strategy targeted at local media to communicate key milestones (identify
upcoming key decisions, broad-based public policies, and progress reports). Build relationships with
key media interested in climate change.
8. Identify internal initiatives and events that are consistent or initiated through carbon neutrality planning
to be branded and communicated as part of program development. (eg. green tires, duplex printing,
Earth Day, Bike to Work Week).
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9. Introduce standing sustainability item in weekly e-bulletin. Simple tips easily understood and
implemented by staff in their professional or personal lives, as well as broader information and
awareness on the impacts of climate change.
10. Identify opportunities to incorporate climate change messaging into other city initiatives and materials
including our in-house recycling program, speeches, signature documents, annual reporting, and
severe weather responses.
11. Identify relevant community events, external announcements, seasonality and days of significance that
might be relevant for reporting, increasing profile and awareness of focus and achievements. (eg.
Earth Day, Clean Air Day, FCM conference, academic reports, “green” awards or distinction, extreme
weather events).
12. Encourage individual action and leadership amongst staff and Council by providing simple tips and
actions that can be taken on an individual level (at work and at home) to reduce waste and emissions.
Encourage staff to share ideas regarding strategies achieved in their areas of work.
13. Develop a staff recognition program that recognizes individuals for leadership/accomplishments in
waste, energy or emissions reductions in their area of work.
14. Identify and apply for awards for operational changes and successes.

Communication Tools
Internal
• City’s Intranet
• E-Bulletin
• Fact sheets/ information posters posted in staff common areas
External
• web presence on Victoria.ca
• stakeholder emails
• Facebook
• Twitter
• media releases
• City’s Connect newsletter

Sustainnovation Seminars
The Sustainnovation Seminars series is an initiative that will support several communications strategies and
objectives. The purpose of the seminars is to discover, develop, and strengthen sustainability-based
interdepartmental collaboration. The seminars will be a speakers series of one hour bimonthly talks followed by
one hour discussions that focus on innovative sustainable practices or tools that are relevant to individual City
departments. The audience will be representatives of City departments and include senior management and
councillors. The speakers will be outside experts in their fields and deliver an accessible, minimally technical
presentation. After each presentation there will be a facilitated cross-departmental discussion that explores the
sustainability topic from a range of perspectives. It is expected that the process will generate crossdepartmental exchange of information and ideas that will help drive departmental policies and work plans.
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Proposed Schedule – Corporate Plan Development and Engagement
Table 3 Proposed Schedule – Corporate Plan Development and Engagement
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Community Plan
Purpose
o

To support the City’s goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the community by 33 per cent by
2020 through significant energy reductions (including electrical savings) from buildings, transportation
and waste.

o

To consult community leaders and key climate stakeholders in the analysis and selection of mitigation
(reduction) strategies and actions.

o
o

To inform residents and businesses about what they can do to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
To educate and engage City leadership and staff, and the Community about the need to build adaptive
capacity and resiliency in the community to reduce our vulnerability to a climate that has already
changed.

Communications Objectives
•

Raise awareness and increase understanding of climate change, its trends and consequences with
residents and businesses.

•

Inform and consult with partners and stakeholders on what key strategies and actions can be taken in
the community to reduce emissions.

•

Encourage individual action and leadership amongst residents and businesses by providing tips and
actions that can be taken on an individual level (at work and at home) to reduce waste and emissions.

•

Foster a shared sense of pride and enthusiasm in the community on Victoria’s leadership in climate
action.

Stakeholder / Audience(s)
•

Key climate stakeholders and partners – utility and transit authorities, institutions and large property
owners, CRD and member municipalities, senior levels of government, academia and research
organizations, City Green.

•

Residents: home owners and renters

•

Businesses

•

Construction/Development industry

•

Community groups

Strategic Approach
Communicate where we are at and where we want to be.
Lead by example.
Be simple, consistent and action-oriented.
Articulate the practical relevance.
Build and sustain momentum.
Keep messages positive.
Recognize and celebrate success.
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Strategies
1. Conduct participatory workshops with partners and key climate stakeholders to ensure a collective
understanding of the challenge at hand and the various strategies available to significantly reduce
energy and emissions. With a common understanding and detailed information at hand, stakeholders
can begin to evaluate the different strategies (using established criteria) and prioritize the actions to be
included in the Plan. In addition to making decisions for the Plan’s strategies and actions from the
feedback and expertise of these stakeholders, the workshops also serve to create greater ownership
for climate action across the community through transparency in the information and the process, and
through in-depth involvement of the community in the development. The workshops will be simulated
for the general public with an open house and dynamic web content. See
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Appendix 4 - Pathfinder Workshops - In-depth Interactive Energy and GHG Strategies
for details.

Workshops

2. Develop and communicate measurable targets for selected strategies with specific actions for
achieving these targets, including the specific partners/community members who will be performing
these actions.
3. Develop clear and accessible information to communicate climate action, written in plain language,
produced with a consistent, easily identifiable look and feel. Develop simple Q and A and overview
materials that outline initiatives and process.
4. Develop a visual identity for sustainability, also to be used for Climate Action. Include collateral
development for consistent, recognizable communications. (e.g. PowerPoint templates, print collateral
templates for fact sheets and information bulletins).
5. Limit use of paper and utilize proactive, progressive electronic means for communicating with staff and
community. Develop a web presence on www.victoria.ca. that includes interactivity and multi-media for
public comment/feedback, education and engagement.
6. Where print collateral is required, use environmentally responsible papers, inks and printers. Clearly
state eco-commitment to indicate City commitment, and lead by example to encourage others.
7. Utilize existing targeted City communications tools including Connect newsletter delivered to 30,000
Victoria households for highlighting milestones.
8. Develop earned media strategy targeted at local media to communicate key milestones (identify
upcoming key decisions, broad-based public policies, and progress reports). Build relationships with
key media interested in climate change. Pursue standing sustainability segment on community radio
and television to demonstrate how changes in daily routine at home and work can reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.
9. Identify opportunities to incorporate climate change information into other city initiatives and materials
including speeches, signature documents, annual reporting, and severe weather responses.
10. Identify relevant community events, external announcements, seasonality and days of significance that
might be relevant for reporting, increasing profile and awareness of focus and achievements. (eg.
th
Earth Day, Park(ing) Day, Janes Walk, 350.org October 10 FCM conference, academic reports,
“green” awards or distinction, extreme weather events).
11. Identify and apply for awards related to climate action successes, and grants for pilot projects.
Support community groups in doing same.
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Communications Tools
External
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fact Sheets
web presence on Victoria.ca
stakeholder emails
Facebook
Twitter
media releases
City’s Connect newsletter
Utility bills
Parking paystations/parkades/surface lots
Garbage collection trucks/packers
Other public works vehicles and signs
Pilot project locations (rain gardens, etc.) educational information
Self-guided tours brochure (Dockside/green buildings, cycling/walking maps, etc.)

Proposed Schedule – Plan Development and Engagement
Table 4 - Proposed Schedule - Community Plan Development and Engagement
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Budget and Resources
Climate Action Program Working Groups
Please note:
1. These team members may change upon finalization and acceptance of invitations and approval for
allocation of internal resources.
2. The Corporate and Community climate action working groups have working sector groups to ensure best
use of members’ time and expertise. Members may be on one or more of these working sector groups.
The intent is that working sector groups will meet with greater frequency, so that the larger consolidated
corporate and community climate action teams are less often congregated.
3. The Corporate Working Group is comprised of core members only; internal resource support will be
required across the organization to support the working group in the development and implementation of
relevant and appropriate operational strategies and actions. The proposed resource groups are not
anticipated to have exceptional time commitments to the Corporate Plan, but they are essential to its
development and deployment.
Table 5 Climate Action Working Groups'Membership
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Various subject matter experts and key climate stakeholders will be called upon to work in partnership with the
City in the development and implementation of the strategies and actions to be contained in the Community
Plan.
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Budget – Corporate and Community Plan Development and Initial Implementation
Table 6 - Climate Action Program Budget

Climate Action Program Budget

2010

2011

2012

Total

% of
Total

Maximum Funding
Corporate Plan (incl'g sustainable procurement)
City Operating Budget
BC Hydro Funding - Corporate (1yr)

15,000
8,000

67,000

52,000
42,000

-

*

50,000

*

13%
10%

Community Plan
BC Hydro Funding - Community (2yrs)

12,500

100,000

87,500

200,000

39%

Climate Action Reserve Fund

12,000

90,500

112,000

194,500

38%

$ 47,500

$ 274,500

$ 189,500

$ 511,500

100%

16,000

84,000

-

100,000

20%

7,000

10,000

10,000

27,000

5%

20,000

20,000

20,000

Total Maximum Program Funding Available
Direct Expenditures
Corporate Plan (incl'g sustainable procurement)
Corporate Energy Mgr (1 year external contract)
Consulting Fees
Education and Engagement (Training,
Communications)

4%

Community Plan
69,000

69,000

Consulting Fees

12,500

50,000

47,500

ICLEI Climate Adaptation Pilot

12,000

1,500

13,000

50,000

40,000

$ 274,500

$ 189,500

Salaries (2 year temporary employment contract)

Education and Engagement

Total Direct Program Expenditures

$ 47,500

**
**

138,000

27%

110,000

22%

26,500

5%

90,000

18%

$ 511,500

100%

* BC Hydro funding is subject to meeting certain
performance requirements as stipulated in contract.
** These variable expenditures are subject to receipt of
funding.
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Risk Assessment Schedule
The risk rating for each component was determined through the application of the risk assessment tool
provided by Wael Fanous, Director Risk Management, City of Victoria.
Background:
The table below is a simple risk assessment tool. The following is the definition of each of the risks:
i. Strategic Risk: Risk that the organization is unable to achieve its vision or strategic goals. (The City’s
Strategic Plan is a good place to identify Strategic Risks)
ii. Financial Risk: Risk that the organization is unable to fund its objectives OR unable to meet its financial
obligations.
iii. Reputational Risk: Risk that public or employees trust in the organization is undermined.
iv. Compliance/Legal/Regulatory Risk: Risk of non-compliance with legislation, legal obligations or being
exposed to adverse legal judgment.
v. Operational Risk: Risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, systems or human
factors.

RISK is assessed based on measures of IMPACT and LIKELIHOOD.

5
4

Li
ke
lih
oo
d

3
2
1

1

2

Impact

3

4

5

Extreme Risk. Must be dealt with IMMEDIATELY
High Risk. Development and Implementation of Mitigation is a high
priority
Medium Risk. Attention
required
Low Risk. Schedule future date to
Mitigate
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Impact: How bad can the event hurt us
Consequence
Catastrophic

Rating

Scope of Impact

5

Organization wide
City wide

Major

4

Description
• Threaten the existence of the
organization or the overall viability of
the city

Organization

• Threaten the success, or ability to
deliver, a major component
(program) of our mandate; or

Strategic Goal; or

• Cause a noticeable reduction in
overall success; or ability to deliver on
the overall mandate

Program (roughly equates
to a Director’s mandate)
Medium

3

Program
Department

• Cause a noticeable reduction in the
success, or ability to deliver, on a
program

Minor

2

Program
Department

• Causes a reduction in the efficiency
or effectiveness of a business area

Almost none

1

• Unnoticeable impact

Likelihood : How likely is the event to occur
Likelihood

Rating

Frequency

Probability

Almost Certain

5

Likely to occur several times in a
given year

> 75%

Likely

4

Likely to occur in a given year

Between 50 – 75%

Possible

3

Likely to occur in a 5 year period

Between 10 – 50%

Unlikely

2

Likely to occur in 10-25 year period

Between 1 – 10%

Rare

1

Likely to occur once in a lifetime

Less than 1%
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Risk Assessment Charts
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Risk Management Charts
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Risk Management Charts
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Risk Management Charts
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APPENDICES
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Appendix 1 BC Hydro Community Energy and Emissions Planning Terms of Reference
COMMUNITY ENERGY AND EMISSIONS PLAN - – PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
PROGRAM BACKGROUND (ELECTRICITY ELEMENTS OF CEEP)

BC Hydro recognizes that many communities are developing Community Energy and Emissions Plans to
support multiple community objectives, including: reducing GHG emissions, creating energy efficient, resilient,
sustainable communities, and creating local economic development.
Under this Program Offer, BC Hydro is interested in advancing the development and implementation of these
Plans as a means to achieve reductions in electrical demand compared to business as usual projections.
Program participants are therefore expected to develop targets and strategies that specifically acknowledge
electricity conservation and supply opportunities within the community. Electricity conservation and supply
elements are meant to fit within the overarching CEEP that will address other energy and emissions objectives
that the community might have.
The electricity elements required for BC Hydro funding are outlined in the Minimum Requirements section. In
addition to these Minimum Requirements, we have also included some other helpful resources to consider
during the development of a CEEP, including:
-

A prototype Table of Contents for a CEEP
Shortlist of potential evaluation criteria for recommended CEEP strategies

PURPOSE OF THE CEEP (OVERARCHING CEEP)
The Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) will present a comprehensive long term framework to
achieve breakthrough reductions in the use of energy and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within the
community. The CEEP will be integrated into all other municipal planning and infrastructure documents (ie.
Sustainability Plans, Official Community Plans, Local Area and Neighbourhood Plans, Infrastructure Plans,
economic development strategies).
The CEEP will be a high level framework with sufficient precision to clearly establish energy and emissionsrelated priorities for the community and define overall goals and direction against an established baseline. The
CEEP should build upon previous work and should become the primary or over-arching document for the
community’s energy and emissions planning process.
The CEEP should have a 25-year time horizon, with a clear, strong set of priorities for the first ten years that
will set the course of action in a permanent direction. It will be a living document that can be updated as
strategies are implemented and new opportunities arise.
The overall objective of the CEEP is to provide the local government with a clear plan of action in developing
its land use patterns, energy infrastructure and utility systems into the future.
The CEEP should recognize the following legislation that has been adopted by the Provincial Government and
local governments:
1. Bill 44 – Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act:
a. Provincial GHG reduction target of 33% by 2020 and 80% by 2050 compared to a 2007
baseline.
2. Bill 27- Local Government (Green Communities) Statutes Amendment Act:
a. Includes a requirement for local governments to include GHG emission targets, policies, and
actions in their OCPs.
3. 2010 Clean Energy Act (relevant objectives).
a. Take demand-side measures and to conserve energy, including the objective of the authority
(BC Hydro) reducing its expected increase in demand for electricity by the year 2020 by at
least 66%;
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b. use and foster the development in British Columbia of innovative technologies that support
energy conservation and efficiency and the use of clean or renewable resources;
c. encourage communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use energy efficiently; and
d. reduce waste by encouraging the use of waste heat, biogas and biomass.
This legislation will be taken into account in the development of the CEEP, though the planning team should
feel free to make alternative or extended recommendations in any of these areas.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS REQUIRED FOR BC HYDRO FUNDING
The following must be included as Minimum Requirements within the CEEP in order to be eligible for BC
Hydro funding. The CEEP will be evaluated according to these minimum requirements. To facilitate funding
approval, it is recommended that consultants append these minimum requirements to their proposal, and
confirm that the requirements will be met.
11

1. Summary of current electrical consumption by sector (Residential, Commercial, and Industrial) .
2. Estimate of expected electrical consumption under “business as usual” by sector (industrial,
commercial, residential, transportation, buildings) for 10, and 25 year horizon.
3. Energy demand and supply elements (MUST specifically acknowledge electricity demand and supply):
12
a. Include energy vision, goals, and targets for 10 and 25 year horizons
i. Vision must include both locally-owned/generated energy supply (where appropriate)
and demand elements.
b. include a high level map (visual locator) of energy demand and supply resource options
including land use options.
4. List of strategies selected to meet the goals above. Note: Strategies should be considered in the
following priority order (see
5. Figure A 1)
i. Reduce consumption (energy conservation)
ii. Re-use of waste heat
iii. Renewable heat (district energy)
iv. Renewable electricity supply (wind, solar, micro hydro, etc.)
v. Figure A 1 Community energy planning hierarchy

11

CEEI data is sufficient, but it is recognized that industrial data is not always available.
Targets must be Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Reportable, and Trackable. For example, include an overarching
electricity reduction target - XX% below BAU projected levels by 20XX.

12
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6. Include a high-level evaluation of major strategies being considered (quantitative where possible),
including estimated electrical savings / growth.
See Appendix 2 for a list of sample evaluation criteria
7. Include a graphical / visual summary of final planned strategies.
This is a presentation tool to be used to communicate the key plan strategies to the community.
(eg. “CEEP at a glance” or “CEEP on a page”)
8. Prioritized Implementation plan, including actions for chosen strategies that will meet targets and that
are in alignment with Official Community (OCP).
a. Schedule and resources required (costs, human resources etc.)
b. Roles and responsibilities
c. Partnerships and stakeholder engagement
d. Council adoption
e. Progress reporting
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Appendix 2 - Prototype CEEP Table of Contents
BC Hydro recognizes that there are many different ways in which a CEEP can be organized. This Table of
Contents is included in this document to provide guidance to communities on elements that should be included
in a CEEP. CEEPs are not required to conform to this Prototype Table of Contents.
A. Executive Summary
B. Background
a. Identify the current energy and emissions profile (using Community Energy and Emissions
Inventory or other method).
b. Document the planned growth in the community.
c. Map current and future energy density.
d. Identify and map local energy sources and infrastructure.
C. Vision, Goals, Targets
a. Develop community energy and emissions vision, goals, and targets.
D. Strategies
a. Identify strategies for integrated land use, energy, and transportation planning.
b. Identify and recommend strategies to REDUCE energy (including electricity) use and
emissions in existing and new development areas, including:
i. conservation behaviour (ie. strategies to increase Power Smart program participation
in the community - including the industrial, commercial business and residential
sectors)
ii. green buildings (retrofits and new construction)
iii. land use (ie. land use densities and mix).
c. Identify, map and recommend strategies to REUSE waste resources, including:
i. waste heat from industrial and commercial sources
ii. resource recovery from existing waste streams (ie. biogas generation from agricultural
or municipal waste).
d. Identify, map and recommend strategies to use RENEWABLE energy sources to heat and
power the community, including District Energy opportunities.
e. Assess local electricity generation opportunities – summary level.
f. Identify sustainable transportation strategies and their electricity implications.
g. Quantify projected energy (including electricity) and GHG savings from each strategy
h. Forecast energy (including electricity) and emissions trends under ‘business as usual’
scenario, and under alternative scenarios being considered by the plan.
i. Identify and prioritize policies local government can leverage to reduce energy use and GHG
emissions in new and existing buildings (ie. connection to district energy systems)
E. Stakeholder Engagement
a. Develop and implement a stakeholder and public engagement strategy to gain support for the
CEEP.
F. Recommendations
a. Rate the strategies and identify viable short, medium, and long-term strategies to be pursued
by the plan.
b. Quantify estimated energy (including electricity) and emissions savings from the final
recommended strategies.
G. Implementation Plan
a. Identify a clear set of prioritized actions to be undertaken to achieve vision, goals and targets.
b. Identify an appropriate oversight structure for ensuring successful implementation.
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Sample Evaluation Criteria
CEEPs attempt to achieve multiple objectives as stated in the Program Description. Our funding requires that
strategies / scenarios recommended in CEEPs be evaluated at a high level in order for them to be effectively
prioritized and to provide the community with a clear rationale behind the recommended strategies. The
following is a sample consequence table with some potential evaluation criteria and possible measures.
Consultants / Communities are welcome to use their own frameworks and to develop their own evaluation
criteria and measures.
Table A 1 - Sample Consequences Table for CEEP Strategy Evaluation
Potential Objective /
Criteria
Minimize Community GHG
Emissions
Minimize % of planned
residential floorspace
heated with electric
resistance heating
Minimize energy intensity
of new buildings
Maximize % of
community’s energy
consumption expenditures
that remain in the
community
Minimize costs of
implementation

Possible Measures
Community GHG Emissions in 2020
Community GHG Emissions in 2030

BAU

Alternatives
Strategy /
Strategy /
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

% of residential floorspace heated
with electric resistance heat in 2020
% of residential floorspace heated
with electric resistance heat in 2030
Energy intensity of new residential
buildings (kwh / occupant / year)
Energy intensity of new commercial
buildings (kwh / sq. m / year)
% of annual community energy
expenditures from residents /
businesses that remain in the
community
Capital and material costs for
implementation of CEEP
Number of FTE required to
implement CEEP
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Appendix 3 – CEEP Timeline, Deliverables, Fees, and Eligibility
Timeline
The CEEP, including associated outreach meetings, should normally be completed in six months. Include a
schedule with dates for major milestones.
Deliverables
1. DRAFT Report
2. Final Report
Steering Committee

The CEEP should be led and managed by a local government, cross-departmental steering
committee. Other relevant stakeholders may be included on the Steering Committee.
Power Smart Alliance
Consultant undertaking the work must be a member of the Power Smart Alliance.
Fees
List all tasks along with hours and hourly rates according to the following:
• Research and Analysis
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Report Preparation
• Expenses

Payment
BC Hydro will pay up to 50% of the total cost of the CEEP to a maximum threshold as per Agreement.
Payment will be made upon delivery and approval of the invoices and Final Report.
Funding Eligibility*
This Power Smart Program applies to communities in the Province of British Columbia that meet the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

located within the BC Hydro service territory
a population greater than 20,000
an annual population growth rate greater than 1.5 %
Official endorsement of Municipal Council to undertake a CEEP
have the potential for District Energy System

*NOTE: The above eligibility requirements apply unless otherwise agreed upon with BC Hydro.

www.bchydro.com/sustainablecommunities
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Appendix 4 - Pathfinder Workshops - In-depth Interactive Energy and GHG Strategies
Workshops
Partnerships
To be designed, developed and implemented in partnership with C2MP Partnership - Duncan Cavens / Nicole
Miller (fellows of UBC and Partners in Climate Solutions). Financial and technical support proposed to be
received from BC Hydro (BC Hydro CEEP program) and Natural Resources Canada. Internal funds provided
by the 2 year one-half salary reimbursement/sponsorship of Allison Ashcroft (BC Hydro Community Energy
Manager Program) and the Corporation’s Climate Action Reserve Fund. Amount of external funding available
and budget for design, development, execution and resultant implementation plan is under development.
Scope will be scaled back upon finalization if cost to City of Victoria exceeds
Purpose
The series of workshops are intended to fulfill a number of purposes: to educate workshop participants about
the range of GHG/energy strategies and their benefits and costs; to assist stakeholders to create a prioritized
list of strategies that are most suitable for the City of Victoria; and to help the City create targets for energy and
GHGs reductions using a "bottom-up" approach based on the selected strategies.
Desired Outcome = Decision-making Results
By creating tools to visualize a future Victoria under low carbon scenarios, the outcome of the
workshops are strategic decision-making results
Using a risk-based approach in conjunction with the Pathfinder Workshops will:
a) provide participants with an in-depth education and insight into the climate challenges and
opportunities facing Victoria, and
b) provide the City with the valuable knowledge and expertise of key stakeholders
The outcomes from these decision-making workshops include:
1) the prioritization of feasible energy and emissions reductions strategies and actions,
2) the buy-in to the City’s planning process, findings and recommendations, and
3) the fundamental building blocks for sustaining commitment from these partners to execute on the
Process Overview
BC Hydro in partnership with UBC, is developing the “Decision Theatre”, a participatory approach to real-time
strategic decision-making for climate mitigation resulting in measured and prioritized actions. Employing
interactive, cutting edge technologies and software, the Decision Theatre communicates the impact of various
potential energy and emissions strategies by visually displaying the future scenarios resulting from modeling
analysis and spatial data. These visualizations will include graphs, maps, 2D and 3D renderings, and photorealistic images, and will facilitate the decision-makers and stakeholders understanding and management of
complex strategies and voluminous data. The scenarios are created in a participatory environment with key
community leaders, climate stakeholders, and subject matter experts, able to trial different strategies and
witness the projected results of those strategies in an interactive, real-time environment. Using the Decision
Theatre format, and in partnership with BC Hydro and Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions fellow, Dr. Duncan
Cavens, the City will host a series of Decision Theatre workshops, titled Pathfinder Workshops (see Figure
10). The Pathfinder Workshop’s goal will be to determine the optimum path or pathways for the City to meet
its 33% GHG emissions reduction target.
The workshops will be interactive, and will leverage the visualization and modelling technology being
developed for UBC'
s Decision Theatre in collaboration with BC Hydro. Interactive visualizations will be used in
nd
the first executive workshop, and will be a focus of the more detailed Urban Form (2 ) workshop, both
discussed below.
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Modeling and Measuring Strategies for Decision-making and Prioritization through Scenario Building
Figure 10 - Pathfinders Workshops Process

Timeline
First (Executive) Workshop: May 17, 2011 (proposed includes Community leaders and decision-makers.
Second (Key stakeholders and subject matter experts) workshops (set of 3): - Mid-late June
Web Engagement- beginning July
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Figure 11 - Pathfinder Workshops’ Stakeholder Engagement process

Executive workshop
a) Who - Community leaders and decision makers (participant list under development)
b) When – Proposed May 17,2011, duration 3 hours maximum
c) Where – Proposed City’s Antechamber.
d) Engagement Type – Inform and Collaborate
The first workshop will engage these community leaders and help the City in the prioritization of climate
change mitigation strategies using coarse modelling of the GHG, energy and costing implications of a set of
pre-determined energy reduction strategies.
Key climate stakeholders and subject matter experts workshops
a. Who - utility transit authorities, major institutions and large property owners, academia and research
organizations, etc.
b. When – 3 workshops in June 2011, duration TBD, max full day/workshop
c. Where – Proposed City’s Antechamber
d. Engagement Type – Inform and Involve
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These subsequent workshops will build on the direction given in the first executive workshop and will generate
additional detail as to the specific strategies and actions that will be used to develop an implementation plan.
The strategies will be grouped according to the following workshop themes:
o

Building / Site-specific Energy strategies (demand reduction and renewable supply)

o

Urban Form & Local Transportation Strategies

o

District Energy Systems - Supply and Demand

Prior to each of the these themed workshops, detailed modelling will be undertaken to evaluate the specific
strategies against the quantitative objectives/measures identified by the City team (e.g. community-scale total
GHG reduction over time, energy demand by source and building sector, cost per ton of GHG reduction, etc.).
In these detailed workshops, participants will be first led through the strategies and the initial modelling results.
The quantitative modelling and qualitative evaluation will be used to help participants evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed strategies. Where possible and desirable, the assumptions of the model will be
available for workshop participants to modify in real time in order to help participants explore the sensitivities of
the underlying models to factors such as uptake rates or energy costs. The participants will be asked to critique
and offer suggestions related to the modelling results suggest alternative strategies that have been missed.
The group will be asked to prioritize the strategies, and start identifying specific actions, synergies and barriers
to implementation.
Civic Engagement
Who: General Public Residents and Businesses
When: Dynamic web content and two open houses, the first proposed after initial executive workshop and the
second after the detailed stakeholder workshops to share results from these workshops and illicit
feedback.
Where: Proposed Antechamber and online.
Engagement Type – Inform and Consult
Subsequent to the executive and stakeholder workshops, the modelling results and workshop process will be
re-used as part of a dynamic web-based public engagement process to best replicate the experience of the
executive and stakeholder workshops. A website will be developed that uses the same GHG/energy model as
the workshops. Members of the public will be able to explore the model assumptions in an interactive fashion
and explore the implication of different strategies. They will be invited to create their own prioritized list of
strategies to reduce Victoria'
s GHG/energy production, and to submit them as feedback to the project team.
An online survey may also accompany.
Finally, a limited series of casual, open houses will also be offered to:
o
Introduce the general public to Victoria’s local climate action planning methodology and process,
o
Share knowledge regarding our current and proposed scenarios and targets,
o
Display scenario visualizations,
o
Discuss findings and recommendations.
o
Illicit feedback
o
Establish buy-in and commitment to selected strategies and actions.
Upon completion of the workshops and web engagement period, the team will assist the City in writing up the
results, and developing a prioritized implementation plan.
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Appendix 5 - Benchmarking Victoria’s Climate Action Planning
To gain a perspective on the status of Victoria’s climate action planning processes the following tables (Table
A2 and Table A3) review the availability of municipal community energy plans and carbon neutral plans across
the region and Province.
Table A2 - Community Energy Plans and Carbon Neutral Plans - municipal status March 2011
Municipality

Community Energy Plan

Carbon Neutral Plan

Plan
Proposed

Plans Published

Plan Proposed

Plan Published

Central Saanich

Yes

Community Energy Plan

Yes

No

Colwood

Yes

Colwood Energy and Emissions Plan
2010

Yes

Corporate Energy and
Emissions Plan

Esquimalt

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highlands

Yes

No

No

No

Langford

Yes

Community Energy and Emissions
Reduction Strategy (CEERS)

Creating baseline
in 2011

No

Metchosin

No

No

No

No

North Saanich

Yes

No

No

No

Oak Bay

No

No

No

No

Saanich

Yes

Saanich Climate Action Plan

Yes

Saanich Carbon Neutral
Plan (September 2008)

Sidney

Yes

Town of Sidney Climate Action Plan

Yes

Town of Sidney Climate
Action Plan

Sooke

Yes

No

Yes (2012)

No

Victoria

Yes

No

Yes

No

View Royal

Yes

Draft Community Energy and
Emissions Plan

Yes

Draft Corporate Energy
and Emissions Plan

Partners for Climate Protection (PCP)- Municipalities Ranked by Milestones
A Five-Milestone Framework
The five milestone framework is a performance based model used to guide municipalities to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
The five milestones are:
1. Creating a greenhouse gas emissions inventory and forecast;
2. Setting an emissions reductions target;
3. Developing a local action plan;
4. Implementing the local action plan or a set of activities; and
5. Monitoring progress and reporting results.
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Table A3 ranks the progress of Municipalities
framework.

13

in BC towards completion of the PCP GHG reduction

Table A3 - Ranking by milestone of BC PCP municipalities
Municipality
Vancouver
N. Vancouver (city)
Dawson Creek
Langley (township of)
Metro Vancouver (Regional District)
Saanich
Prince George
Port Coquitlam
Langley (City)
Delta
New Westminster
Nanaimo (District)
Nanaimo (City)
Pitt Meadows
Kamloops
Port Moody
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Terrace (city)
Victoria
Burnaby
Richmond
Abbotsford
Coquitlam
N. Vancouver (district)
Maple Ridge
W. Vancouver(district)
Williams Lake
Kelowna
Quesnel
Surrey
White Rock
Kootenay (Regional District of East)
Central Okanagan Regional District
Comox Strathcona Regional District
Cowichan Valley Regional District
Comox Valley
Peace River Regional District
Central Kootenay Regional District
Penticton (City)
Mission (District of)
Port Alberni
Squamish (District of)

13

Population
545,671
41,475
10,755
86,896
2,524,113
113,000
85,035
51,257
23,643
96,950
54,866
127,016
85,664
14,670
86,491
23,816
26,000
11,320
78,057
193,954
164,345
147,370
112,890
82,310
63,169
41,421
10,744
147,739
11,114
347,825
18,250
12,171
147,739
100,000
76,929
60,000
58,264
57,019
43,313
31,272
17,743
15,000

Corporate
Milestone
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Community
Milestone
5
5
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PCP member municipalities with populations over 10,000
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